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• Abstract (300 words):
On the one hand, personal characteristics – physical and cognitive abilities – influence the way that people perceive and relate to the environment. On the other hand, environmental characteristics – physical and social settings – affect the way that individuals perform within a space. This complex individual-environment interplay determines not only the degree to which the built environment fits with personal needs, but also the degree to which the individual is able to perform and thrive within a space.

This paper presents a qualitative study of how architecture can enable and enhance the functioning, performance, and ultimately the well-being of people with mobility, visual or hearing impairments. The focus of the study is on how people with different visual, kinesthetic, tactile, and auditory abilities perceive and relate to architectural features – materiality, dimensions, proportions and organization – and,
accordingly, how this relationship affects the individual’s usability of spaces during physical and social activities.

The research approach, based on the phenomenological investigation of disabled people’s spatial experiences, examines both individual and environmental factors to understand disabling and enabling mechanisms that arise during contextualized activities. In-depth interviews, carried out in two Danish sport and leisure buildings, investigate the influence of the considered architectural features on the usability of spaces during activities – entering, orienting, moving and engaging – performed by disabled people.

The analysis of individual-environment interplays leads to the identification of the most influential architectural features on enabling/disabling mechanisms in relation to the different individual abilities. Moreover, the findings deepen the knowledge of individual-environment relationship articulated through examples of contextualized spatial experiences and the related individual assessment of usability. With the increased awareness of user-environment relationships, this study will offer new insights for architects, which enable design solutions to be more responsive to individual differences and thus more inclusive for all.
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